ABSTRACT: We consider a class of parabolic partial di erential equations with nonlocal di usion coe cient. The study is motivated by a model of turbulent viscosity for a developed ow in a duct between parallel walls.
Introduction
We will discuss a class of nonlinear parabolic partial di erential equations with nonlocal di usion coe cient. A particular example arises in considering a`turbulent viscosity' model of ow in a plane duct. As a matter of mathematical interest, we have embedded this model in a somewhat more general form We assume these throughout and strengthen them as needed. Note that, while this is irrelevant for the speci c function: '(r) = p r of (1.3), we expend some e ort to obtain the various results without imposing any growth condition on '( ). On the other hand, since the square root function of (1.3) is`nice' only for positive arguments, a signi cant part of Section 5 is a novel comparison theorem needed to bound = u x ( ; 0) away from 0. Finally, in Sections 6, 7 we treat local stability of the steady state for (1.1){(1.3) and then compare the steady state results to experimental data.
We do note that (1.1){(1.2) is a special form of what J. Cannon and H.-M. Yin 4] have called`nonstandard' parabolic equations. A principal motivation of our treatment is to obtain a theory permitting consideration of (1.1){(1.3) with weaker assumptions on the forcing term f 0 and on the initial data than are given in 3] or than can be utilized with the H older space methods of 4]. Our arguments are quite di erent from those of 4] since we will be working in a Sobolev space setting.
Notation:
We will consistently denote u x by z, u x j x=0 by , '( (t)) by h(t) and 0; T] 0; 1] by Q. Later we will rescale time, with a new variable s $ t (with S $ T and with 0; S ] 0; 1] =:Q 0; S] 0; 1] $ Q if we select S S); for functions written in terms of s we will use the corresponding letters with a caret so, e.g.,ẑ(s; x) = z(t; x) =û x (s; x) and h(s) = '(^ (s)) = h(t).
We will use K as a generic positive`absolute constant' (not necessarily the same in each appearance, even within the same formula) as, e.g., p 5 or`the norm of the embedding: H 1 (0; 1) , ! C 0; 1]' or : : : ; we will use C generically as a positive constant which may be dependent on the parameters T; ; ; : : : of (1.4) (and of later sets of hypotheses, as imposed) and on previous instances of C | but which will never explicitly be dependent on S or on the particular data, etc., until this may be reduced to`allowable dependencies' as above and will not depend on the particular function '( ) except for a bound (or, later, a Lipschitz constant) for the restriction of ' to ?r; r] with r depending on a prior instance of C.
We use k k p to denote the L p (0; 1)-norm, omitting the subscript for p = 2, and k k Q for the L 2 (Q)-norm, etc. We use h ; i both for the L 2 (0; 1) inner product and for the scalar product between H 1 (0; 1) and its dual. The norm for H 1 (0; 1) will be denoted by kwk (1) 
The physical problem
We begin with the Navier-Stokes equations for the uid velocity V under the assumption of incompressibility (so the density is constant) and with constant viscosity 0 > 0; componentwise, we have
Let us now assume a scale separation V = V + where V is the locally averaged ow (ensemble average) and , essentially the turbulence, is regarded quasi-statistically as an additive local uctuation with small spatial scale; we similarly assume an averaged pressure p. Averaging (2.1) gives the equation for the smoothed velocity V:
noting that V i = V i and V i j = V i j = 0, etc.
In order to make this fully determined, closure assumptions must be imposed for the Reynolds stress tensor = ? i j | predicting, as a constitutive relation, the dependence of this on the averaged ow eld. Numerous`e ective-viscosity' hypotheses have been introduced in the literature stemming from Boussinesq's 1877 paper 2] and we adopt here the modeling hypothesis that there is a`turbulent viscosity' T such that can be wellapproximated in terms of local stress for the mean ow, given by velocity gradients, so Our application is to a description of the motion of a turbulent uid between two parallel planes. We take these planes a distance 1 apart, with a suitable choice of units, and choose coordinates (x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ) with x = x 1 2 0; 1] transverse to the duct. We now assume that the averaged ow V, neglecting the turbulent uctuations, will be parallel to the walls of the duct (so V 1 0) and remains parallel to a xed ow vectorc | so V 3 0 and everything is independent of x 3 if we take the coordinate y = x 2 in the direction ofc. The system (2.4) then reduces to a scalar equation for the component V 2 .
Our nal modelling assumption, here, is that this is an`established ow', which is invariant along the ow direction: @ p=@y and V 2 = u(t; x) are independent of the variable y. With these assumptions, the system (2. ] y , taken to be a`known' function f = f(t; x). As is standard, we adjoin to (2.5) the boundary condition that the uid be stationary in contact with the duct walls, so u = 0 at x = 0; 1 (2.6) as in (1.1). Note that T appears in (2.5) as an addition to the intrinsic viscosity 0 , explaining our use of the phrase`turbulent viscosity' for this model. The hypothesis (2.3) and that we are considering an established ow with f 0 in (2.5) will not be valid assumptions in all settings but appear to give good results for our current concerns; cf., Section 7.
It would be of interest to show mathematically what one seems to observe in computational practice: that, for a more general ow, the transverse components and the y-dependence damp out even more rapidly than the approach to steady state treated in Section 6. Also, one might try to formulate 5 the speci cation f = f 2 = ? p= + q 2 =3] y , at least approximately as an additional`closure' of the system, in terms of some suitable nonlinearity. We do not at all consider this extension here.]
We have yet to model any constitutive relation for this e ective viscosity T due to turbulence. We now assume that the observed turbulence is`generated' at the walls due to the shear stress imposed by the boundary condition (2.6) and this e ect then spreads across the duct. Since this shear stress is just u x at the wall ], this gives a model of the form
in which '( ) is a`generation rate' for turbulence and g( ) is a functioǹ adjusting' the transported e ect of the turbulence. The evaluation of u x ( ; 0) at the same time t is based on an assumption that turbulence propagates into the mean ow far more rapidly than the time variation of the established ow we are considering here. The form (2.7) implicitly assumes symmetry for the solution to permit evaluation only at x = 0, rather than, say, using
. This assumption of symmetry will be justi ed by the Corollary to Theorem 1.] The in uence function g(x) is designed, in particular, in order to describe the turbulent motion immediately adjacent to the walls, where the molecular viscosity in uences directly the process of transport of turbulence; there have been several articles (e.g., 12], 10], 5]) dealing with closure models of this kind. There is no di culty here with the hypothesis (1.4-i) or, later, with (5.6-i).
Finally, we observe that U f = r 0 u x wall is dimensionally a velocity and is, indeed, a characteristic velocity scale for the ow directly adjacent to the wall (in a sublayer within the usual boundary layer) in which the turbulence generation is concentrated. This generation is the form of energy dissipation associated with wall friction. The dissipation (per unit length in y) is given by the frictional force | here proportional to U f for sliding friction. Thus we get generation] U f , whence '(r) = p r in (2.7), completing our model.
Mathematical reformulation and an estimate
We now return to consideration of the general problem (1.1), (1.2), subject only to (1.4). Our approach to`existence' will be to take the function = u x j x=0 as the`primary unknown', de ning a map 4. Existence and well-posedness Our objective in this section is to demonstrate existence of weak solutions of (1.1) under the fairly weak set of hypotheses (1.4) and then to obtain wellposedness under a slight strengthening of this, primarily to require ' to be (uniformly) Lipschitzian. We remark that the proof of existence could have been simpler had we imposed a growth condition '(r) = O(jrj) in (1.4-ii) | which would, of course, have followed had we imposed the Lipschitz condition at the beginning. 
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At this point we x the constant C of (4.1-iii) to use in (3.9) and so x the choice of S without a priori knowledge of^ 0 ( ) | or of '( ), other than (1.4-ii) and (3.7) for r = 1. Note that (4.1-i) implies uniqueness of solutions of (3.3) so the construction of Lemma 2, restricted to Z , determines a wellde ned map Let^ n !^ 0 in Z L 2 (0; S ). Letû n be the corresponding solutions of (3.3) n andẑ n = (û n ) x , etc. It is su cient to work with suitable subsequences so, without loss of generality, we may assume that^ n ae ?!^ 0 from which it follows that h n := '(^ n ) ae ?! h 0 ; by compactness, we may also assume thatû n !û and thatẑ n !ẑ =û x . For use in (4.2) we x a test function w such that w; w x are bounded. Note that, using the Dominated Convergence Theorem in (3.2), we havet n (s) !t 0 (s) for each s whence, as the functionst n =t( ;^ n ) are uniformly Lipschitzian, we then have uniform convergencet n !t 0 on 0; S ].
We have observed that f(û n ) s g is bounded in L 2 (! H ?1 (0; 1)), hence has a weakly convergent subsequence there and, by the closedness of the di erentiation operator, (û n ) s *û s so hw; (û n ) s i ! hw;û s i. One easily veri es that settingĝ n (s; x) := g(t n (s); x)= 1 +ĥ n (s)] giveŝ g n ae ?!ĝ 0 for an elementary step function g (i.e., g(t; x) := a j (x) for t j?1 < t < t j with each a j bounded) whence, since fĝ n g is uniformly bounded on Q, we may argue, much as above, thatĝ n !ĝ 0 strongly in L for each such w; these are dense soû =û 0 ,ẑ =ẑ 0 and, as desired, and Lemma 1 shows continuity of s( ) = s( ; ) whence the continuity of u means that u 2 C( Q); in general, the estimates of (4.1) translate into corresponding estimates for u, etc., as in (4.6). Now assume the strengthened hypotheses and let u j (j = 1; 2) be solutions, respectively, of (1.1) j , using f u j ; f j g; correspondingly, let z j := u j ] x , etc., and set f := f (1) where, in our hypotheses, jg 1 (x)j M, the Lipschitz constant for ' is L, and we have used the fact that we have an a priori bound for kz In view of the earlier comment in Section 2 regarding symmetry, we note the following:
COROLLARY:
Suppose g 0 ; g 1 ; f; u are all symmetric in x | i.e., g 0 (x) = g 0 (1 ? x), etc. Then the solution u will also be symmetric. Proof: We know that u corresponds to the solutionû of (3.3)-(3.4) for the appropriateĥ( ). The assumed symmetry ensures thatD;f in (3.3) will be de ned symmetrically by (3.4) so the re ectionû , given byû (t; x) := u(t; 1 ? x), will also satisfy (3.3). Uniqueness for the linear equation (3.3) ensures thatû =û so u must be symmetric. We emphasize that this does not depend on uniqueness for (1.1){(1.2) so only (1.4) is needed for this corollary.
We note that further regularity for u can be obtained by imposing stronger regularity conditions on (1.2) and the data. This rapidly gets quite complicated and we only state here (without proof) one such result.
Suppose we now require a bound on g 00 j rather than on g 0 j as before, that u be in H 
A comparison theorem
Our objective in this section is to bound away from 0 for solutions u of (1.1) with f 0 and initial data for which (0) > 0 in a suitable weak sense. This weak sense is selected to permit comparisons involving only values of u itself, without actually requiring di erentiation: we observe that, for a smooth function ' 0 satisfying '(0) = 0, a su cient condition to have ' 0 (0) > 0 is to have '(x) !(x) for some ( xed) function ! with !(0) = 0, ! 0 (0) = 1 while, conversely, if '(0) = 0 and ' 0 (0) = > > 0, then there will be some interval 0; x ] on which f(x) x. We begin with a lemma. To see this, note rst that | by a result due to Keldysh (cf., e.g., 7]) | the eigenfunctions obtained by continuation along the homotopy form a complete set so it is su cient to work with these. We note, from 8], that the eigenvalues of A+sB will be (locally) analytically dependent on s | except for the possibility of bifurcation if we could have multiplicity greater than one, which is impossible by our previous observation. Since the eigenvalue equation (6.10) is real, non-real eigenvalues necessarily occur in conjugate pairs which could connect to the spectrum for s = 0 only by a bifurcation which we have already observed is impossible.
Next we note that we cannot have = 0 in (6.10). To see this, note that = q 0 by (6.8) with q := g'=2 D, so = 0 would give (Dz 0 + q) 0 = 0 and, as z( Starting from the largest eigenvalue 0 < 0 of A, the continuation varies (smoothly) in IRnf0g as s varies in the compact interval 0; 1] and so remains bounded below some ? < 0. As we cannot have multiple eigenvalues, the remainder of the spectrum (continuation starting from more negative eigenvalues of A) must remain to the left of this and so also satis es ? < 0, as promised.
This completes the proof of linearized stability around the steady state for (6.1): the spectral condition shows that the linear semigroup corresponding to (6.7) decays exponentially and it then follows | see, e.g., Theorem 9.1.2 of 11] | that one also has local stability (in a neighborhood of the steady state v) for the nonlinear equation.
Comparison of predictions with experiment
Experimental data for certain`fully developed ows' in a duct are available form Comte- Bellot 6] . These data correspond to the steady state setting for the parabolic equation (2.5){(2.7), i.e., to the solution v discussed in the preceding section. Following the treatment in 9], we present here a comparison between these experimental data and the computed solution of the steady state equation (6.2) . Note that the data of 6] correspond to e ective Reynolds numbers 57000, 120000, 230000 with (modi ed) pressure gradient f = constant > 0 in each case.
For computation, the function g( ) appearing in (6.2) was obtained as an empirical t, following Van Driest 10], 15]; we refer to 5] (Fig. 4.16 ) for a typical shape. Physically, this description is e cient in that g is independent of the Reynolds number, without need for further parameter adjustment. Moreover, this model represents the mean velocity eld e ectively in the entire duct, even in the so-called`logarithmic zone' where other models break down. Indeed, this model seems quite robust: even with a simpli ed cubic approximation to g one already obtains accuracy comparable to that of the experimental data.
The discretization used in 9] of (6.2) was by nite elements (P1, using 20 points), with solution of the resulting nonlinear system obtained via conjugate gradients with optimization of the descent parameter. This permitted an adaptive treatment of the wall zone, where both g and the solution v (velocity) vary rapidly.
The gure here shows the comparison between the experimental data of 6] and the numerical results for the Reynolds number Re = 57000. The other experimental cases (Re = 120000 and Re = 230000) have also been checked numerically and give correspondingly satisfactory agreement.
